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Author’s Note  
The work presented here is from my own point of view and is not meant to be comprehensive. 

Any individual topic has many more layers and details necessary to understand each complex 

situation. The use of the word “we” generally references the shared history of Alaska Native 

peoples with whom I identify and is not intended to represent all Indigenous Peoples of Alaska. 

Finally, this is a living document that can, and should, evolve over time.  

 

- Dr. Nikoosh Carlo 
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“We must all work together, for the next generations.” 
 

Trimble Gilbert (Gwich’in), Arctic Village, AK 

Traditional Chief, Reverend and Honorary Doctorate, June 2014, Reaching Arctic Communities 

Facing Climate Change (ReAC) Camp 

 

Introduction 

Some four million people live in the circumpolar Arctic, a region that spans eight countries—Canada, 

Finland, Denmark, Iceland, Norway, Sweden, Russia, and the United States. Temperatures across this 

region are rising at twice the rate of the rest of the globe. Approximately 10 percent of the Arctic 

population are the Indigenous Peoples who have been the caretakers, observers, researchers, and an 

integral part of this important social-environmental system for thousands of years. On the front lines 

of climate change, Arctic Indigenous Peoples are living now with wide-reaching and drastic 

environmental, economic, and social change; the bulk of these changes are not of our own making. 

Climate solutions require contributions from both people and institutions: Arctic researchers and 

policies, governments, communities and organizations, universities, the public and private sector, and 

individuals and leadership at all levels. Indigenous Peoples leading these efforts, grounded in our 

cultural values and understanding of the Arctic environment, will lead to a broader, deeper, and 
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Bill Carlo from Nulato and Rampart, Alaska. It is important to name my ancestors and my geographic 

links, so that you have greater context for our interaction. This type of introduction is traditional 

Alaska Native practice, or protocol, and serves to provide greater understanding of “who is in the 

room” and what communities and lands each of us are connected to. Indigenous protocol often also 

contains other important approaches, including honesty and respect, understanding shared values, 

active listening, attention to nonverbal communication, and awareness of historical, intergenerational, 

and continuing trauma.  

My Athabascan family is like many other Alaska Native families you might meet across the state. My 

ancestors were thriving on our lands thousands of years before the arrival of outside explorers and 

missionaries. Contacts among the different groups coming into what is now the state of Alaska and 

Indigenous Peoples present were, and continue to be, complicated. There have been both positive 

and negative outcomes on all sides, but the majority of adverse effects from colonization of the 

region have been borne by its Native peoples.  

Our history is punctuated by individual and systemic oppression by outsiders who often viewed the 

Arctic as a place to conquer—both in discovery and capture of lands, waters, and resources, but also 

in controlling its people—the Indigenous Peoples of Alaska. This was pervasively to the detriment of 

Indigenous languages, customs, and cultures. We are still working to learn about our past and to 

reclaim some of our cultural practices deeply devastated or purposely eradicated. This includes 

understanding how colonialism has shaped us and the roots of systemic injustice and inequity. 

Historical trauma is real and to be acknowledged; however, it does not define our future.  

I focus on our strength as a community grounded in many shared cultural values. With stories of loss, 

I have also heard stories of kindness, strength, and determination to pass on to future generations 

our values and our Indigenous knowledge. We strive to take care of and respect our elders, our 
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Today there are 229 federally recognized tribes in Alaska. Tribes have a government

http://www.nativefederation.org/alaska-native-peoples/
https://www.arcticpeoples.com/arctic-languages#feedback
https://www.arcticpeoples.com/arctic-languages#feedback
http://hdl.handle.net/11122/10528
/anlc/languages.php
http://www.uaf.edu/anlc/resources/mapping_alaskas_native_languages.php
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Figure 1. Map of Arctic Indigenous languages spoken by members of the Arctic Council Permanent 

Participant organizations. The borders between the language families and locations are illustrative and not 

entirely precise. Most languages are written in English and not in their traditional orthographies. Different 

dialects are marked in italics to demonstrate diversity within languages.  

Source (used with permission): Indigenous Peoples’ Secretariat & UiT the Arctic University of Norway 

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/58b6de9e414fb54d6c50134e/t/5d7d0a0e6695600e2d7defa8/1568475679534/20_01_MapB_Linguistics-updated-v5.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/58b6de9e414fb54d6c50134e/t/5d7d0a0e6695600e2d7defa8/1568475679534/20_01_MapB_Linguistics-updated-v5.pdf
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providing funding to ensure Indigenous Peoples and communities have the same opportunities to 

engage and contribute to research projects.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. ICC Food Security Drum. The Alaskan Inuit food security framework, illustrated by this drum, 

explains that food security is characterized by environmental health; environmental health is achieved with 

the stability of six dimensions: 1) Availability, 2) Inuit Culture, 3) Decision-Making Power and Management, 

4) Health and Wellness, 5) Stability and 6) Accessibility. Three tools support the stability of the six 

dimensions: policy, knowledge sources, and co-management. All of this is held together by the spirit of 

everything (Cillam Cua, Eslam Yuga, Iñuaand Ellam Yua). The drum is held up by food sovereignty—a 

requirement for food security. 

Source (used with permission): Inuit Circumpolar Council-Alaska. 2015
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Colonization  

Alaska Natives have been forcibly enslaved and colonized by Russian and other corporate interests 

and later colonized by the United States after the purchase of Alaska. Throughout the 1700–1900s, 

explorers seeking to “discover” lands new to them, missionaries interested in increasing their 

membership, and governments desiring to expand their territory intersected to produce structures 

and processes that devalued existing Indigenous governance, knowledge, and cultural practices. In 

ways similar to Canada, Russia, and Scandinavian countries, governments forced Alaska Natives to 

remain in permanent village sites, send their children to attend far-away boarding schools where they 

suffered abuse from those in charge of the schools and trauma from separation, serve as human 

experiments, not use their Indigenous languages, and not practice cultural dancing, singing, or 

ceremonies.  

http://www.fws.gov/nativeamerican/pdf/tek-barnhardt-kawagley.pdf
https://iccalaska.org/wp-icc/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/Food-Security-Summary-and-Recommendations-Report.pdf
https://iccalaska.org/wp-icc/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/Food-Security-Summary-and-Recommendations-Report.pdf
https://iccalaska.org/wp-icc/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Food-Security-Full-Technical-Report.pdf
https://iccalaska.org/wp-icc/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Food-Security-Full-Technical-Report.pdf
https://eloka-arctic.org/sites/eloka-arctic.org/files/files/cbm_final_report.pdf
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ancestors. The impacts of these imposed systems of assimilation are still being felt today. We 

continue to learn about our past and address the historical trauma from the collective effort to erase 

our traditional ways of life, culture, and identity. 

There are many different methods to physically and psychologically destroy sovereignty, the control 

of one’s self, community, and resources. Today we generally discuss them all under the framework of 

colonization, whether that—to colonize a place—was in fact the goal or not. Colonialism, and what is 

often discussed as “neo-colonialism”, however, has changed little in its diverse tactics from early 

explorers and European imperialism, to current management of fish and wildlife, and impacts on food 

security and legislation that influence our governance structures. The following two subsections 

address some methods of colonization used in the past and still inherent in some of our existing 

systems and institutional structures, including within the research enterprise. 

https://kcts9.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/mod19-soc-grandpasdrum/grandpas-drum-molly-of-denali/
https://kcts9.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/mod19-soc-grandpasdrum/grandpas-drum-molly-of-denali/
https://www.pbs.org/parents/thrive/talking-with-children-about-grandpas-drum
https://www.pbs.org/parents/thrive/talking-with-children-about-grandpas-drum
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Peoples (Zed Books, 2012), articulates this point clearly: “it appalls us that the West can desire, 

extract and claim ownership of our ways of knowing, our imagery, the things we create and produce, 

and then simultaneously reject the people who created and developed those ideas and seek to deny 

them further opportunities to be creators of their own culture and own nations” (30). 

Context for this consistent imbalance goes back to struggles of imperialism and colonialism but also 

to the establishment of U.S. academic institutions, military sites and operations, museums, resource 

management and policies meant to directly or indirectly reshape, control, and break apart Native 

American tribes and our connections to each other and the lands we inhabited.  

In the U.S. Arctic the largest higher education system is the University of Alaska, which has three 

main campuses (Fairbanks, Anchorage, and Juneau) and a network of smaller rural campuses 

supported by extensive remote delivery of courses and teaching. University of Alaska Fairbanks is 

one of only a few Land, Space, and Sea Grant institutions in the United States and was established 

first as a Land Grant university in 1917. Land Grant colleges were established through the Morrill 

Land Grant Act signed into law in 1862, which turned 17 million acres of land over to colleges for 
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Researchers from many different fields have worked in the Arctic. A history of ethical misconduct, 

devaluation, and misunderstanding of culture was dominant until the early 1990s. For example, after 

the Japanese invaded the Aleutian Islands in 1942 and with growing threats from Russia, the U.S. 

military increased its cold weather training and strengthened its presence in Northern Alaska. The 

U.S. Air Force, based at an office in Fairbanks from 1955 to 1957, studied medical issues related to 

cold weather acclimatization. One study conducted during this time period looked at the effects of 

the cold on thyroid function using radioisotope iodine 131; the study compared a cohort of Alaska 

Natives (~100 individuals from four Inupiat and two Athabascan villages) with a cohort of white 

military service men (~20). Only many years later, in 1993
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data, and processes. Indigenous Peoples should be able to drive the research process from idea 

generation to ownership of data and analysis. However, there is more work to do in addressing 

equity and resource parity in the collaborative relationship between researchers and Indigenous 

communities, scholars, and knowledge holders. 

 

Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act (ANCSA) and Alaska National Interest 

Lands Conservation Act (ANILCA) 

Researchers and others working in Alaska will likely encounter and need to collaborate with various 

governance organizations in order to accomplish their work. Unlike the rest of the U.S., Alaska does 

not have reservations or clear land boundaries that are designated as “Indian Country”. Instead, 

Alaska has a different arrangement with the federal government. The legal framework and social 

order of today can serve to support our communities, but also remains in some ways a source of 

friction from ongoing inequity.  

In Alaska, 12 regional non-profit tribal organizations were formed in the early to mid-1960s to 

advocate for land, civil, and subsistence rights and provide social services programs (e.g. healthcare, 

job training, childcare and early education, family services, safety) to Alaska Natives. Many of the non-

Additional Resources on Arctic Research and Indigenous Peoples 

Martin, Michael V., and Janie Simms Hipp. 2018. “A Time for Substance: Confronting 

Funding Inequities at Land Grant Institutions.” Tribal College: Journal of American Indian 

Higher Education 29, no. 3. tribalcollegejournal.org/a-time-for-substance-confronting-funding-

inequities-at-land-grant-institutions/ 

Loring, Stephen. 2009. "From Tent to Trading Post and Back Again—Smithsonian 

Anthropology in Nunavut, Nunavik, Nitassinan, and Nunatsiavut: The Changing IPY Agenda, 

1882-2007.” In Smithsonian at the Poles: Contributions to International Polar Year Science, 

edited by Igor Krupnik, Michael A. Lang, and Scott E. Miller, 115-128. Washington, D.C.: 

Smithsonian Institute Scholarly Press. 

repository.si.edu/bitstream/handle/10088/6814/10_Loring_pg115-128_Poles.pdf 

Inuit Circumpolar Council-Alaska. 2019. “Food Sovereignty and Self Governance: Inuit Role 

in Managing Arctic Marine Resources—Project Summary and Update.” Accessed February 

25, 2020. iccalaska.org/wp-icc/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/FSSG-Collective-

Meeting_ICC.pdf  

Smith, Linda Thiwai. 2020. Decolonizing Methodologies: Research and Indigenous Peoples, 2nd 

Edition. London: Zed Books. www.zedbooks.net/shop/book/decolonizing-methodologies/ 

 

 

https://tribalcollegejournal.org/a-time-for-substance-confronting-funding-inequities-at-land-grant-institutions/
https://tribalcollegejournal.org/a-time-for-substance-confronting-funding-inequities-at-land-grant-institutions/
https://repository.si.edu/bitstream/handle/10088/6814/10_Loring_pg115-128_Poles.pdf
https://iccalaska.org/wp-icc/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/FSSG-Collective-Meeting_ICC.pdf
https://iccalaska.org/wp-icc/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/FSSG-Collective-Meeting_ICC.pdf
https://www.zedbooks.net/shop/book/decolonizing-methodologies/
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profit leaders were instrumental in the development of the 1970s legislation that has significantly 

shaped Alaska Native lives today. 

https://ancsaregional.com/about-ancsa/
https://lbblawyers.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/4175505-Look-Back-To-Go-Forward-by-Hensley.pdf
https://lbblawyers.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/4175505-Look-Back-To-Go-Forward-by-Hensley.pdf
https://lbblawyers.com/ancsa/
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Co-production of Knowledge Model for Engaging with Indigenous 

Peoples 

The previous sections have focused on a few key issues relevant to further understanding of 

Indigenous Peoples and ways of life in Alaska. This context provides a foundation for true 

collaboration with Indigenous Peoples. A co-production of knowledge (CPK) approach brings 

together different knowledge systems while building equitable and collaborative partnerships from 

different ways of knowing. In today’s rapidly changing environment, bringing together Indigenous 

Peoples’ knowledge systems and Western science knowledge systems is critical to addressing climate 

change impacts, mitigation, adaptation, and proactive solutions. Different knowledge systems have 

their own methodologies, evaluation, and analyses. They ask different questions, and these alternative 

perspectives allow for a more comprehensive understanding of climate change. Understanding the 

value and importance of Indigenous knowledge systems is required for a CPK approach. Within a co-

production framework or approach, all knowledge experts must be trusted and respected for the 

knowledge that they contribute.  

To achieve the goal of co-production of knowledge, we must address the issue of equity—everyone 

needs resources to engage and contribute in a fair way—and address the fact that both Indigenous 

knowledge systems and science knowledge systems need to be valued equally.  

In a 2018 webinar for the Alaska Center for Climate Assessment & Policy at the University of Alaska 

Fairbanks, Raychelle Daniel, Carolina Behe, and Julie Raymond-Yakoubian propose some specific tools 

that can help us move toward greater equity and achieving co-production of knowledge:  

¶ Deliberate and Intentional Choice: Everyone involved m68 T 00091T0912 0 62 792i1 361.72 3720i0000
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2018 Update of the Principles for Conducting Research in the Arctic 

(1990) 

The 2018 Principles for Conducting Research in the Arctic align with U.S. Arctic policy, apply to research 

across all disciplines, and are used to guide academic and federal agency researchers active in the 

Arctic and funded by the national government. The guidelines were developed by the Interagency 

Arctic Research Policy Committee (IARPC) with input from the broader community. The guidelines 

support responsible and ethical research with respect for all individuals, cultures, and the 

environment. They emphasize the following actions for researchers: be accountable; establish 

effective communication; respect Indigenous knowledge and cultures; build and sustain relationships; 

and pursue responsible environmental stewardship. Projects on Indigenous homelands or involving 

Indigenous Peoples should be coordinated with Indigenous leadership and should follow all applicable 

regulations and local research guidelines. 

 

Additional Resources on the Principles for Conducting Research in the Arctic 

Interagency Arctic Research Policy Committee (IARPC)

http://www.nsf.gov/geo/opp/arctic/conduct.jsp
http://www.arcus.org/resources/northern-communities
https://uaf-accap.org/event/understanding-the-arctic-through-a-co-production-of-knowledge/
https://uaf-accap.org/event/understanding-the-arctic-through-a-co-production-of-knowledge/
http://www.un.org/development/desa/indigenouspeoples/declaration-on-the-rights-of-indigenous-peoples.html
http://www.un.org/development/desa/indigenouspeoples/declaration-on-the-rights-of-indigenous-peoples.html
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Follow personal reflection with tangible action. Use this greater understanding to enhance 

engagement, partnerships, and co-production of knowledge with Indigenous Peoples. We, all people, 

must work to achieve these key steps: 

¶ Commit to meaningful exchanges in different types of 

https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-9326/aaf300
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Appendix A: Examples of Partnership with Indigenous Communities 

Below are a few illustrative examples to highlight some elements of the co-production of knowledge 

model discussed above. Some of these projects did not start out in the right way, none are perfect, 

and some may have had significant course corrections along the way. We need more collective 

efforts to identify when research uplifts Indigenous communities and knowledge, while learning from 

missteps and committing to not make the same mistakes in the future.  

Research and community partnerships  

Alaska Arctic Observatory & Knowledge Hub (AAOKH) coordinates observations on sea ice, 

https://arctic-aok.org/
http://www.smartice.org/
https://usa.oceana.org/northern-bering-sea-climate-resilience-area
https://usa.oceana.org/northern-bering-sea-climate-resilience-area
http://www.pc.gc.ca/en/amnc-nmca/cnamnc-cnnmca/tallurutiup-imanga
https://youtu.be/ExspZcbzXkU
http://www.iarpccollaborations.org/events/10781


https://native-land.ca/
https://www.academia.edu/36961279/Alaska_Native_Studies_Council_Writing_Style_Guide
http://www.cbc.ca/radio/ideas/the-2018-cbc-massey-lectures-all-our-relations-finding-the-path-forward-1.4763007
http://www.cbc.ca/radio/ideas/the-2018-cbc-massey-lectures-all-our-relations-finding-the-path-forward-1.4763007
https://houseofanansi.com/products/all-our-relations
https://www.allmyrelationspodcast.com/
https://www.coffeeandquaq.com/podcast
https://mediaindigena.libsyn.com/ep-169-putting-science-under-an-indigenous-microscope
https://www.onthelandmedia.com/
https://www.cbc.ca/listen/live-radio/1-23-ideas/clip/15761361-into-the-wild-anthropologist-wade-davis
https://www.cbc.ca/listen/live-radio/1-23-ideas/clip/15761361-into-the-wild-anthropologist-wade-davis
https://newsmaven.io/indiancountrytoday/news/now-is-the-time-six-indigenous-movies-that-capture-indigeneity-uNFhT6ISpUaZ-F--myDgnw/
https://newsmaven.io/indiancountrytoday/news/now-is-the-time-six-indigenous-movies-that-capture-indigeneity-uNFhT6ISpUaZ-F--myDgnw/
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“Podcasts, Books, and Resources for Developing Understanding of Indigenous Perspectives”—list 

maintained and updated by the Interagency Arctic Research Policy Committee collaboration 

teams (must register to access): www.iarpccollaborations.org/members/updates/15317 

Tanana Chiefs Conference. n.d. “Legacy of Our Elders.” Accessed February 25, 2020 

www.tananachiefs.org/legacy-of-our-elders/—video archive documenting the lives of Alaska 

Native elders. 

The Doctrine of Discovery: Unmasking the Domination Code. Directed by Sheldon Peters Wolfchild 

(Lakota). 38 + 2 Productions, 2014. www.imdb.com/title/tt3816388/ 

Literature: Alaska Native culture, history, and ways of life 

Interior Region 

https://www.iarpccollaborations.org/members/updates/15317
https://www.tananachiefs.org/legacy-of-our-elders/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt3816388/
http://www.epicenterpress.com/Home/Book/13
https://www.harpercollins.com/9780062244987/two-old-women-20th-anniversary-edition/
https://www.harpercollins.com/9780062244987/two-old-women-20th-anniversary-edition/
https://www.harpercollins.com/9780060977283/bird-girl-and-the-man-who-followed-the-sun/
https://www.harpercollins.com/9780060977283/bird-girl-and-the-man-who-followed-the-sun/
https://www.goodreads.com/en/book/show/311781.Raising_Ourselves
https://www.sunypress.edu/p-6544-we-have-not-stopped-trembling-y.aspx
https://uwapress.uw.edu/book/9780295983509/stories-for-future-generations-qulirat-qanemcit-llu-kinguvarcimalriit/
https://uwapress.uw.edu/book/9780295983509/stories-for-future-generations-qulirat-qanemcit-llu-kinguvarcimalriit/
http://ankn.uaf.edu/Publications/Books/Yuuyaraq.pdf
http://www.waveland.com/browse.php?t=28&r=a%7C44


https://epay.alaska.edu/C21563_ustores/web/classic/product_detail.jsp?PRODUCTID=5563
https://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/bison-books/9781496204974/
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/35224521-rock-piles-along-the-eddy
https://uapress.arizona.edu/book/blonde-indian
https://uwapress.uw.edu/book/9780295745725/the-tao-of-raven/
/anla/collections/search/resultDetail.xml?resource=9923
http://thecormoranthunterswife.com/
https://www.alaska.edu/uapress/browse/detail/index.xml?id=572
http://www.alaskool.org/native_ed/historicdocs/people_of_kauwerak/Kauwerak_pp.htm
https://www.press.uchicago.edu/ucp/books/book/distributed/T/bo5786079.html
https://uwapress.uw.edu/book/9780295999333/menadelook/
https://us.macmillan.com/books/9780312429362

